
The cordless hot glue gun TC-CG 3.6 Li offers cordless freedom on glueing tasks thanks to the 3.6 V lithium ion battery, and because of being compact

it can be used with flexibility for every job. The ergonomic handle ensures a secure and firm hold for working without fatigue. The Anti-Drip-System

keeps both the material and the work area clean. The TC-CG 3.6 Li is ready to use after only 15 seconds of heat-up time, and that is with a battery

running time of 30 minutes. The practical LED- indicator for heat and charge status lets you see the status of the product at a glance. For safety

reasons the hot glue gun switches off after 5 minutes of inactivity. Included in the delivery are a charger and four glue sticks.

TC-CG 3,6 Li

Cordless Hot Glue Gun
Item No.: 4522180

Ident No.: 11016

Bar Code: 4006825614015

Features
Cordless glueing freedom thanks to the 3.6 V lithium ion battery-

Due to compact size usable for a wide range of glueing tasks-

Ergonomic handle for working without fatigue-

Safe and comfortable handling thanks to the soft grip-

Anti-Drip-System for clean and low-drip working-

Operational for glueing after only 15 seconds of warm-up time-

Battery running time of 30 minutes - handling of 8 glue sticks-

Automatic switch-off after 5 minutes of inactivity-

Practical LED- heat and charge level indicator-

Delivery in metal box incl. charger and 4 glue sticks-

Technical Data
- Accumulator 3.6 V  |  1500 mAh  |  Li-Ion

- Heat-up time 15 s

- Max. glueing temperature 170 °C

- Gluestick diameter 7 mm

- Gluestick length 150 mm

- Charging time 3-5h

- Number of accumulators 1 Pieces

Logistic Data
- Product weight (kg) 0.24

- Gross weight (kg) 0.77

- Pieces per export carton 6 Pieces

- Gross weight of export carton 6.2 kg

- Dimensions export carton 410 x 255 x 215 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 6858 | 13722 | 15924
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Available as special accessories

24 pcs. glue sticks 7x150mm
Hot Glue Gun Accessory
Item No.: 4522182
Bar Code: 4006825616118
Einhell Grey
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